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1 Introduction
Data are at the heart of intelligent rail systems in
the high-speed transportation sector (Zhou et al., 2020;
Ho et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022). The
core of modern intelligent railroad systems typically
includes rail transportation and equipment monitoring
models learned from large datasets, which are often
optimized for specific data and workloads (Zhu et al.,
2019; Tan et al., 2020). While these intelligent railroad
systems have been widely adopted and successful, their
reliability and proper function will change as the data
used changes. If the data used (on which the system
operates) deviates from the fundamental constraints of
the initial data (on which the system is trained) then, in
that case, the system performance degrades, and the
results inferred by the system model become unreli‐
able, so the system model must be retrained and rede‐
ployed to re-store reliable inference results (Sharma
and Chandel, 2013). The mechanism for assessing the
trustworthiness of intelligent rail system inferences is
of paramount importance, especially for rail systems
performing safety-critical or high-impact operations.
Therefore, to measure the model’s trustworthiness
and achieve the safety and effectiveness of modern
intelligent railroad systems, we need to address three
challenges: (1) No labeled data. It is impractical to
generate labeled data on train operations in real-time
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for operational traffic systems. (2) No access to the de‐
ployed model. For modern intelligent railroad systems,
which require security and effectiveness, constant ac‐
cess to the deployed models not only creates security
vulnerabilities but also affects the efficiency of model
operations. (3) Real-time speculation on the trustwor‐
thiness of the inference results of the deployed model.
We argue that complex integrity constraints pro‐
vide an efficient and robust mechanism to quantify the
confidence of models deployed by intelligent railway
systems in inferences about service data (Hu et al.,
2020). The reasons for this are: (1) Complex integrity
constraints are constructed without expert experience
and are generated spontaneously from the distribution
characteristics of the dataset itself; (2) Complex in‐
tegrity constraints analyze the consistency of data rath‐
er than reading the entire model; (3) Complex integrity
constraints determine whether data are consistently
based on tuples rather than tuple pairs, which ensures
that the consistency of data can be verified without
scanning historical data. By measuring the proportion
of data that violates the constraints, complex integrity
constraints provide a more efficient and robust mecha‐
nism for verifying the trustworthiness of the applica‐
tion’s data (Bai et al., 2022).
Complex integrity constraints belong to the cat‐
egory of data parsing, which refers to extracting spe‐
cific metadata from the dataset. Functional dependen‐
cies (FDs) (Huhtala et al., 1999; Fan et al., 2020;
Livshits et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020; Kossmann et al.,
2022) and their variants obtain the existence of a re‐
lationship between two sets of attributes without pro‐
viding an expression in the form of parameters (Fan
et al., 2011; Caruccio et al., 2016; Kruse and Nau‐
mann, 2018). Another more complex technique, the
denial constraint (DC), can contain many different
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constraints, such as FD and its variants (Bleifuß et al.,
2017; Berti-Équille et al., 2018; Pena et al., 2021).
However, this can make the constraints highly complex
and large, and it would be challenging to sift through
them to find potentially useful information. Pattern
functional dependency (PFD) aims to address the defi‐
ciencies in DC, but it targets attributes whose values
are text. This is not applicable for intelligent rail sys‐
tems where most attributes are numeric. By using regu‐
lar expressions and coding numbers as characters, con‐
straints with different semantics are quickly detected
(Pena et al., 2019; Qahtan et al., 2020).
In this paper, we use a novel approach to data
analysis where complex integrity constraints are used
to describe the data. If the data violate a complex integ‐
rity constraint, it indicates that the model deployed by
the intelligent railroad system is likely to be unreliable.
Complex integrity constraints specify constraints on the
algebraic relationships of multiple numerical attributes
involved in the data. We believe that data that conform
to the complex integrity constraint allow the model to
infer results more accurately than if it conforms to
the distributional properties. Any data that violate the
complex integrity constraint may cause the failure of a
model built to conform to complex integrity. We can
therefore use the violation of complex integrity con‐
straints by data to represent the trust of a model de‐
ployed in an intelligent railroad system using that data.
An example of trustworthy modern intelligent
transportation systems and complex integrity con‐
straints is provided in Data S1 in the electronic sup‐
plementary materials (ESM), including technical de‐
tails of data indexing, theorems for constrained infer‐
ence systems, and the definition of plausible ma‐
chine learning. The definition of complex integrity
constraints and the discovery algorithm are shown in
Section 2. Section 3 presents experiments on trusted
machine learning and complex integrity constraints
to analyze the algorithm’s performance. The com‐
plete experimental setup is shown in Data S1.

2 Object and methods
2.1 Complex integrity constraint
1. Basic notations
We use R ( X 1 X 2 …X m ) to denote a relation
schema, where X i denotes the ith attribute of R. Then,

Dom ( X ) specifies the domain of attribute X. We use
Dom| R | = Dom ( X 1 ) ´ Dom ( X 2 ) … ´ Dom X| R | to

( )

denote all the domains contained in the tuple. By
using t Î Dom| R |, we denote a tuple in the relational
schema R. And r Í Dom| R | refers to an instance r in
the relational schema.
2. Complex integrity constraint
A complex integrity constraint Φ denotes a set of
tuples that are semantically consistent in a relational
instance. We denote by Φ ( t) and ØΦ ( t) that the tuple
t satisfies or violates the constraint Φ, respectively.
3. Semantics
A complex integrity constraint in the instance
r Í Dom| R | takes the form Φ: if | {t Î r|ØΦ ( t) } |  | r |,
then Dom| R | ®{True}.
The semantics of complex integrity constraints
consists of the following forms:
ϕ i  lb ≤ N i ÅN j ≤ ub | Ù(ϕ 1 ϕ 2 …ϕ| R | ),
ψ  Ú ( X = X v ) ® ϕ i,
Φ  ψ | Φ,

where the upper and lower bounds of the constraint
are noted as lb ≤ N i ÅN j ≤ ub. N i ÅN j is the derived
attribute generated by two numerical attributes through
the algebraic operation Å. ub and lb are the upper and
lower bounds of the constraints, respectively; the
condition X = X v describes the tuple in the attribute
X whose attribute value is a constant and is X v; the
symbol ® connects the condition X = X v and the upper
and lower bounds of the constraints lb ≤ N i ÅN j ≤ ub,
denoting the semantics that when the tuple satisfies
the condition X = X v, the attribute values of the tuple
on the derived attribute N i ÅN j should satisfy the
upper and lower bounds [lb, ub]; Φ denotes the set of
complex integrity constraints, consisting of a set of
constraints ψ.
4. Violations
For any tuple pairs t 1 and t 2, t 1[ N i ÅN j ] ¹t 2[ N i ÅN j ]
when t 1[ X ]= t 2[ X ], and then t 1 and t 2 have an excep‐
tion. If Φ ( t 1 ) ØΦ ( t 2 ), then t 2 is the violation tuple.
2.2 Complex integrity constraint system
The complex integrity constraint attempts to solve
the model trustworthiness problem of intelligent rail‐
road system deployment by inputting the train opera‐
tion data collected by the intelligent railroad system,
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such as operation mileage, energy loss, average speed,
and carload. Fig. 1 shows the overall framework of
the system operation. The system constructs an index
and uses constraint inference and search space prun‐
ing techniques to achieve the fast discovery of con‐
straints. After that, the system uses the discovered con‐
straints to analyze the credibility of the deployed
models, thus ensuring that the intelligent railroad
system can reliably apply the models for train opera‐
tion control, condition monitoring, and fault warning.

Fig. 1 Structure of a complex integrity constraint system

1. BitVectors
The categorical attribute vector is a bitmap over
a tuple t of an instance r. The tuple t has d unique
categorical attributes, hence, the tuple t contains d
value BitVectors VB:{V 1 V 2  V d }.
Fig. 2 shows the two categorical attribute vectors
corresponding to seven tuples.

2. Support pruning
Support pruning is adopted from frequent itemset
mining which finds sets of items whose frequency
exceeds a given threshold. In our application, the
concept of support is measured by the frequency of
attribute combinations:
Support ( X ) =

|Dom(X )|

|r|

(1)

where | r | denotes the total number of tuples in data in‐
stance r.
3. Efficient discovery constraint algorithm
Given one table and one parameter, the algorithm
outputs the set of complex integrity constraints. The
algorithm first vectorizes all tuples and obtains the
categorical and numerical attributes. Then an index is
constructed based on the vectors, which is used to
perform queries and computations quickly afterward.
Since all the tuples in the table have been vectorized,
we can directly calculate the number of different values
of each attribute and classify those as categorical attri‐
butes, and then traverse the categorical attributes to find
all the attribute values with support more significant than
a threshold. After that, the algorithm starts to find all
the derived attributes. First, all numerical attributes are
traversed and paired with other attributes, and the cor‐
relation coefficient of the attribute pair is computed. If
it is not equal to 0, the correlation is considered. Then,
algebraic operations are performed on the correlated
attribute pairs to generate the corresponding derived
attributes. Finally, after obtaining the candidate sets of
categorical attribute values and derived attributes, we
iterate through each set of categorical attribute values
and calculate the mean and variance of the tuple on the
derived attributes. The result is returned after traversal.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Applicability

Fig. 2 Internals of BitVector

We now show the applicability of complex integ‐
rity constraints to trusted machine learning problems
(Ak et al., 2016). We show that tuples that violate
complex integrity constraints on training data are
unsafe. Thus, a machine learning model deployed in
an intelligent transportation system is more likely to
perform poorly on these tuples.
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We designed a regression task to predict train
velocity and trained a linear regression model for this
task. Our goal is to observe whether the mean abso‐
lute error (MAE) of the prediction is related to the
constraints violated by the data. Our experiment con‐
sists of the following steps: (1) AUDITOR performs
a complex integrity constraint search on the dataset
while ignoring the target attributes. (2) We calculate
the average violation ratio in the Xiamen subway
operation dataset. (3) We train a linear regression model
in the dataset to predict the train operation speed.
(4) We calculate the MAE (Ranjan et al., 2021) of the
model prediction accuracy in the dataset. As shown in
Fig. 3, we divide the Xiamen subway dataset into three
parts based on time: morning, afternoon, and evening.
The solid blue line is the actual data of the train opera‐
tion, and the solid green line is the data inferred from
the linear regression model. The results of model infer‐
ence from 12–18 h are closer to the actual data (mini‐
mum MAE) compared to other periods, and the average
percentage of violation data in this period is also the
smallest. We find that the violation of constraints is an
excellent feature of the prediction errors because they
are correlated in the way they vary in the dataset. The
model implicitly assumes that the constraints derived
by AUDITOR will always hold, and thus the situation
deteriorates when that assumption does not hold.
Table 1 Average constraint violation and MAE (for liner
regression) of four data splits on the Xiamen subway dataset.
The constraints were learned on a train, excluding the target
attribute
Item
Average violation (%)
Train
9.98
Xiamen subway Morning
8.53
Afternoon
6.18
Night
14.80

MAE
90.16
89.81
86.81
91.10

3.2 Comparison with the state-of-the-art
In this set of experiments, we compare AUDITOR
against state-of-the-art unsupervised anomalous detec‐
tion approaches, the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) (Malini
and Pushpa, 2017), and the Cluster method (Azzedine
et al., 2021) by measuring the precision recall arear
under curve (PR-AUC) (Fig. 4) (Kieu et al., 2019).
For the PR-AUC of the night dataset, as shown
in Fig. 4, KNN achieves the lowest PR-AUC. For
example, KNN has a PR-AUC of 51%, while the
PR-AUC of Cluster method is 55%.

Fig. 3 Comparison of actual and model-inferred speeds
of trains at different periods. Speeds below 0 indicate
the opposite direction of travel. References to color refer
to the online version of this figure

Fig. 4 Evaluation of state-of-the-art works: PR-AUC

However, all these methods are far worse than
the proposed method AUDITOR-KDE. For example,
in the train dataset, AUDITOR-Base and AUDITORKDE (kernel density estimation) have PR-AUC of 58%
and 68%, respectively, which are more than 15% higher
than Cluster (53%) and KNN (50%). AUDITOR lever‐
ages implicit relationships between categorical and
numerical attributes, while these inliers are misclassi‐
fied as anomalous by the unsupervised algorithms.
For the afternoon dataset in Fig. 4, AUDITOR
outperforms these unsupervised algorithms. For exam‐
ple, AUDITOR-KDE has a high PR-AUC of 66%,
while the PR-AUC values of the other methods are
56% (Cluster) and 54% (KNN), respectively.
For the morning dataset, AUDITOR-KDE has
a PR-AUC of 70%, while the PR-AUC values of the
other methods are 59% (Cluster) and 56% (KNN), as
shown in Fig. 4. For the response time of the train
dataset, as shown in Fig. 5, AUDITOR-Base performs
better than the other approaches. For example, in the
train dataset, AUDITOR-Base has a response time of
55 s, which is lower than that of KNN (143 s), Cluster
(168 s), and AUDITOR-KDE (437 s). The AUDITORBase method obtains an efficient index rather than
any single method. Our AUDITOR still performs the
best among all approaches. For instance, in the night
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dataset, AUDITOR-Base has a response time of 12 s,
while the response times of the other methods are
76 s (Cluster), 88 s (KNN), and 125 s (AUDITORKDE), respectively. AUDITOR-Base leverages vector
computation of low consumption. Similarly, for the
morning and afternoon datasets, AUDITOR-Base out‐
performs the others, as shown in Fig. 5.
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4 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a system for automati‐
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relationships between categorical and numerical attri‐
butes in a dataset. The system uses the BitVector index
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and variances as a matrix framework to construct vector
to represent graph element features. This effectively
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validate our theory that complex integrity bounds pro‐
vide an efficient and robust mechanism to quantify
the trust of inferences from models deployed by intel‐
ligent railroad systems on data.
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